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Abstract

Copal resin and amber from Columbia were analysed by negative-ion electrospray

ionisation (ESI) Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry

(FT-ICR MS), with particular focus on polar compounds with relatively high molecular

weights. A total of 4038 and 2755 compounds were identified between m/z 150 and

1,000 in the spectra of the copal resin and amber DCM extracts, respectively. The

CHO classes were the most abundant species in the detected polar compounds. The

petrochemical process of converting copal resin to amber is accompanied by evapo-

ration and dispersion of volatile molecules and polymerisation of relatively smaller

molecules. Thus, the most abundant compounds in copal resin comprised more than

one C5 basic unit compared to amber, and the relative abundances of compounds

with a high number of carbon and oxygen atoms in amber were higher than those in

copal resin. There were strong positive correlations between the double-bond equiv-

alence (DBEav) values and the number of oxygen atoms in both samples. The slopes

and y-intercepts of the linear relationship indicated that the C5 pentadienoic acid is

the basic structure of heteroatom compound molecules in copal resin and amber.

FT-ICR MS analysis focuses on the characterisation of heteroatom compounds with

relatively high molecular weight and is helpful to provide supplementary information

on the origin and evolution of complex organic mixtures such as copal resin and

amber at the molecular level in a fast and convenient way.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Copal resin is an extremely complex and diverse mixture that was

secreted by certain kinds of plants, primarily the genus pinus, from the

Cretaceous period to the Cenozoic Tertiary. Amber is the polymerised

and fossilised remains of plant resins. Both are composed of C, H, O,

N, etc., and trace metal elements. They mainly contain volatile or non-

volatile terpenoid compounds and secondary compounds of phenol.

They have some similarities in terms of their physical and chemical

properties, whereas different maturities led to some differences.

Beyond their ornamental value, amber is a marker of the origin and

evolution of terrestrial plants, and inclusions entrapped in resin and

amber often preserve some animal or vegetal species that are fre-

quently extinct. Analysis of the chemical composition of plant resins

and amber provides information about their botanical origin and place

of production, information that is helpful in studying the evolutionary

history of life on earth and climatic/geological changes.

Several analytical techniques have been applied to characterise

the chemical composition of amber and plant resin. Solid-state spec-

troscopic techniques such as infrared spectroscopy, Raman
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spectroscopy, and 13C nuclear magnetic resonance (13C NMR) have

been applied to analyse the structural characteristics of amber and

resins.1–5 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy has been widely

used to study their chemical functional groups;6 the detection of C=O

and O–C=O groups helps determine the types of compounds. World-

wide, amber is classified into four groups according to its 13C NMR

spectra.7–9 Gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC–MS)

analysis of the extract fraction or the volatile components provides

the distribution of individual compounds and their structural

information.10–13 Furthermore, the biomarker distribution contained

in plant resin and amber can be obtained from the GC–MS analysis,

providing valuable information on the specific plant source and

related climate and origin information.14 However, chemical

derivatisation is often required for GC–MS analysis of the polar

extracts of amber or resins.15 GC–MS gives only the low-molecular-

weight fraction, such as di- and tri-terpenoid compounds, and the

polar non-volatile heteroatomic compounds, that is, nitrogen-,

sulphur-, and oxygen-containing (NSO) compounds; polymers are usu-

ally ignored. Pyrolysis-GC–MS (Py-GC–MS) is a unique technique that

yields more detailed and specific information on the polymeric

structure of the insoluble part of amber and copal resin.16 Bray et al.17

used Py-GC–MS to analyse the terpene distribution in Early

Cretaceous (Barremian) amber (fossil resin) and obtain useful

chemotaxonomic data.

The ultrahigh resolution and accuracy of Fourier transform ion

cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR MS) provide a novel

and effective method to analyse complex mixtures and identify the

chemical formulae of the detected masses.18 The combination of

electrospray ionisation (ESI) allows soft ionisation for analysing polar

components in complex mixtures. In addition, negative-ion ESI FT-ICR

MS can detect compounds with higher molecular weights

(500–1200 Da) in natural organic matter compared to traditional

GC–MS, by which usually only compounds with molecular weights

less than m/z 300 were detected a mass range of 50–500 Da. It allows

direct FT-ICR MS analysis without chemical derivatisation. Oxygen-

containing compounds such as acids and phenols in copal resin and

amber are easily ionised and analysed by negative-ion ESI FT-ICR MS.

Here, the dissolved organic matter of a copal resin and amber

were analysed by ESI FT-ICR MS, with particular focus on the main

polar compounds, that is, oxygen-containing compounds. The chemi-

cal compositions of the copal resin and amber were characterised and

compared to explain the molecular composition changes that occurred

during the transformation of copal resin to amber. This will help

researchers understand their chemotaxonomic data and classification.

2 | SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENT

2.1 | Samples and FT-ICR MS analysis

Copal resin and amber from Columbia were chosen as typical samples.

Both were taken from local mining sites. In the laboratory, clean sam-

ples were selected and ground to 200 mesh by hand. The powdered

samples were extracted using ultrasound with dichloromethane

(DCM). The procedures were repeated 2–3 times until the extracts

were colourless. The extracts were then collected and prepared to the

FT-ICR MS analysis.

Mass analyses of the above two extracts were performed in

negative-ion ESI mode using a SolariX XR FT-ICR MS (Bruker Daltonik

GmbH, Bremen, Germany) equipped with a 9.4 T refrigerated actively

shielded superconducting magnet (Bruker Biospin, Wissembourg,

France) and a Paracell analyser cell. ESI voltages were optimised at

3500 kV to maintain consistent and stable ion currents. The ions were

accumulated for 0.008 s in an argon-filled collision cell before trans-

ferring to the ICR cell. A total of 128 continuous 4 M data FT-ICR

transients were added to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio and the

dynamic range. The mass range was 150–1200 Da.

The DCM extracts of the copal resin and amber were diluted to

0.001, 0.01, 0.10, 0.20 mg/mL with a DCM/methanol solution (1:3,

v/v). Then, the diluted solutions were injected into the ESI ion source

by a syringe pump operating at 180 μL/hr. The solutions with the

concentration of 0.1 mg/mL were repeated three times at the same

conditions. Methanol blank scanning was performed before each

injection to reduce contamination and ensure the cleanliness of

the system.

2.2 | Mass calibration and data quality control

The mass spectra were calibrated with a known series of alkyl O2

compounds that are abundant in petroleum samples in negative-ion

ESI mode using a linear calibration. The final spectrum was internally

recalibrated with typical O2-class species peaks in the samples using

quadratic calibration in DataAnalysis 5.0 (Bruker Daltonics). A

mass-resolving power (m/Δm50%, where Δm50% is the magnitude of

the mass spectral peak full-width at half-maximum peak

height) > 450,000 at m/z 319 with <0.2 ppm absolute mass error was

achieved. Data analysis was performed by custom software.19 Only

peaks with signal to noise ratio (S/N) greater than 4 were exported

and are discussed in this text. Elemental formulae were calculated and

assigned using a molecular formula calculator based on the m/z values

within a 1-ppm error range.

The formula CcHhOoNnSs was used to indicate the assigned com-

pounds, in which C, H, O, N, S indicate carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,

nitrogen, and sulphur, respectively, and c, h, o, n, s represent the

number of atoms of the respective elements. The maximum numbers

of atoms for the formula calculator were set as follows: 50 12C,

20 16O, 1 14N, 1 32S, 1 13C, 1 18O and 1 34S. There is no limit to the

number of hydrogen atoms, but the rules must be obeyed:

1/3*c ≤ h ≤ (2c + n + 2) and (h + n) must be even (the nitrogen rule).20

The modified aromaticity index (AImod) and double-bond equivalence

(DBE) based on calculation of the elemental composition were

calculated to further characterise the assigned compounds. The

intensity-weighted average molecular parameters were also calculated

for each sample (Table 1). The identified formulae containing

isotopomers are not discussed.
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A series of concentrations of DCM extracts ranging from 0.001

to 0.2 mg/mL were analysed to evaluate the effect of concentration

on the ionization efficiency. Generally, the injection concentration of

0.2 mg/mL is the most widely selected, especially for crude oil and

source rock extracts.21–23 The results showed the characteristics of

two peak groups on the broadband spectra over the concentration

range, but low concentration injections (0.001 and 0.01 mg/mL)

reduced detected compounds and the relative intensity (Figures S1

and S2). Considering high concentration may lead to the aggregation

of low molecular weight compounds, the concentration of 0.1 mg/mL

was finally adopted and repeatedly injected and analysed three times

to investigate the stability of the system and the repeatability of data.

Data qualities were characterised by the similar broadband spectrums

of repeated injections (Figures S3 and S4) and good repeatability of

relative peak intensity at m/z 305 and 617 and overall mass peaks of

the copal resin and amber samples (Tables S1 and S2). Therefore, the

mass spectrum data with 0.1-mg/mL injection concentration were

used and discussed in this text.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 | General characteristics

The negative-ion ESI FT-ICR MS broadband spectra of the DCM

extracts of the copal resin and amber from Columbia are shown in

Figure 1. Both spectra show that the molecular weight distributions of

the DCM extracts of the copal resin and amber are mainly distributed

TABLE 1 Intensity-weighted average (wa) molecular parameters
in the copal resin and amber

Sample Copal resin Amber Formulas

No. 4038 2755 CcHhOoNnSs

m/zwa, Da 500.05 528.49
P

(m/z) × I/
P

I

Cwa 27.91 28.78
P

(number of C) × I/
P

I

Hwa 41.45 42.18
P

(number of H) × I/
P

I

Owa 7.68 8.76
P

(number of O) × I/
P

I

Nwa 0.04 0.03
P

(number of N) × I/
P

I

H/Cwa 1.49 1.47 Hwa/Cwa

O/Cwa 0.27 0.30 Owa/Cwa

DBEwa 7.71 8.21
P

DBE × I/
P

I

AImodwa 0.19 0.20
P

AImod×I/
P

I

Note: The C, H, O, N, S indicate carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and

sulphur, respectively, and c, h, o, n, s represent the number of atoms of the

respective elements.
P

= sum; I = intensity; DBE = double-bond

equivalence; AImod = modified aromaticity

index = (1 + c − 0.5o − s − 0.5 h)/(c − 0.5o − s − n).26,27

F IGURE 1 Negative-ion electrospray ionisation (ESI) Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR MS) broadband
spectra of the DCM extracts of the copal resin and amber from Columbia. The pie charts show the percentages (by number of compounds and by
intensity) of the identified different classes of heteroatom compounds in each sample
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between 150 and 800 Da, with two peak groups. The front is the

main peak group, with an m/z range from 200 to 450 Da; the back is

the secondary peak group, with an m/z range from 450 to 800 Da

(Figure 1). The overall distribution pattern of the spectra and the

approximate multiple relationships of molecular weight between

the front and back peak groups indicate the presence of polymers in

the two extracts. The main molecular weight distribution and relative

abundance of the front and back peak groups were different in the

two samples. The most abundant compound in the copal resin was

C20H30O5 (m/z = 349.20), and the second most abundant compound

was C20H34O2 (m/z = 305.24). The most abundant compounds in the

amber were C15 series, with empirical formulae of C15H22O4,

C15H22O5 and C15H22O6. This abundance can be explained by the

aromatisation and polymerisation reaction of terpane components

during the transformation of copal resin to amber.24 The relative

abundance of the front peak group (m/z < 450 Da) in the copal resin

was 46.17% (1303 compounds, 32.27%), whereas that of the back

peak group (m/z = 450–800 Da) was 49.39% (2209 compounds,

54.71%). However, the relative abundance of the front peak group in

the amber was 34.13% (813 compounds, 29.51%), whereas that of

the back peaks group was 59.86% (1481 compounds, 53.76%).

Compared with the copal resin, the molecular weight of the main

compounds in the two peak groups decreased and the relative

abundance of high-molecular-weight compounds increased in the

amber. This may be due to the degradation and oxidisation of high-

molecular-weight compounds, as they were exposed to air for longer

periods of time during the conversion of copal resin to amber; the

polymerisation of low-molecular-weight compounds may also have

been a factor in the conversion process.

Some empirical parameters are helpful to further understand the

molecular-level characteristics of the copal resin and amber. Table 1

shows the intensity-weighted average (wa) molecular parameters of

the two samples. The average molecular weight (m/zwa) of the amber

was 528 Da, which is higher than that of the copal resin. The aroma-

ticity index (AI), a conservative calculation method, is used to classify

organic compounds with respect to their possible functional groups.25

The modified AI (AImod), which assumes that half of the oxygen atoms

in the molecule form a double bond, was used to identify the aromatic

formulae.26 Formulae with AImod < 0.5 were classified as mainly ole-

finic and aliphatic compounds. The AImod values of most compounds

in the copal resin and amber were less than 0.5, and the AImod wa

values were 0.19 and 0.20, respectively, suggesting that the oxygen-

containing compounds may be mainly composed of acids, alcohols,

and aldehydes.27 The close parameter values of the H/Cwa and O/Cwa

ratios and AImod wa in the two samples indicated that they had similar

chemical compositions and origins (Table 1).

A total of 4038 and 2755 compounds were identified between

m/z 150 and 1000 in the spectra from the copal resin and amber

DCM extracts, respectively, excluding isotope peaks, suggesting that

the copal resin had more soluble organic matter containing hetero-

atoms than the amber. Based on the accurate molecular weight of the

mass spectrum peak, the identified compounds were classified

according to the heteroatoms. S-containing compounds were not

detected in either sample. In the copal resin, compounds with molecu-

lar formulae of CHO, CHN, and CHON were detected at 3091

(76.55%), 8 (0.20%) and 939 (23.25%), respectively, and their relative

abundances were 95.61%, 0.03% and 4.36%, respectively. In the

amber, the number of these compounds were 2376 (86.24%),

8 (0.29%) and 371(13.47%), respectively, with relative abundances of

97.07%, 0.05% and 2.86%, respectively (Figure 1). The CHO class was

the most abundant species both in the copal resin and amber, which

will be discussed in detail in the following sections.

3.2 | Van Krevelen analysis

Van Krevelen diagrams have been used to extract structural informa-

tion and classify organic matter molecules into different biochemical

class species based on the combination of their H/C, O/C and N/C

atomic ratios and aromaticity indices. This is mainly because specific

compound species have characteristic atomic ratios. According to the

classification and evaluation criteria described and applied by previous

studies,27–29 van Krevelen diagram can be classified into seven

regions: (1) lipid-like region (O/C = 0–0.2, H/C = 1.7–2.2); (2) protein/

amino sugar-like region (O/C = 0.2–0.6, H/C = 1.5–2.2, N/C ≥ 0.05);

(3) carbohydrate-like region (O/C = 0.6–1.2, H/C = 1.5–2.2);

(4) unsaturated hydrocarbon-like region (O/C = 0–0.1,

H/C = 0.7–1.5); (5) lignin-like region (O/C = 0.1–0.6, H/C = 0.6–1.7,

AImod < 0.67); (6) tannin-like region (O/C = 0.6–1.2, H/C =

0.5–1.5, AImod < 0.67); and (7) condensed aromatic ring structure

region (O/C = 0–1, H/C = 0.3–0.7, AImod ≥ 0.67).

Van Krevelen diagrams were plotted to better visualise the chem-

ical compositions of the DCM extracts of the copal resin and amber

(Figure 2). The H/C and O/C atomic ratios in the two samples were

mainly distributed as 0.7–2.0 and 0–0.8, respectively. Although most

regions in the plots were dotted with the formulae from the two sam-

ples, the van Krevelen analysis classified the copal resin and amber

extracts mainly into two different biochemical classes (Figure 2). The

lignin-like components were the most abundant, contributing 3250

peaks in the copal resin and 2260 peaks in the amber, accounting for

80.49% and 82.03%, respectively, of the total number of peaks. The

second major class was the protein/amino sugar-like components,

which included 349 (8.64%) and 282 (10.24%) peaks in the copal resin

and amber, respectively. The tannin-like and lipid-like components

were the lower-level ingredients, accounting for 3.12% and 3.02% of

the amber peaks, respectively, and 2.40% and 2.14% of the copal

peaks, respectively. These compound species are the main chemical

components of higher plants, and they correlated well with previous

work identifying these compounds in natural resins.30,31 Although the

amount of the heteroatom compounds detected in the DCM extracts

of the copal resin and amber is quite different, the relative proportions

of all kinds of compounds are very close, which also indicates that

they have similar chemical compositions and origins. The difference

between the two samples was the relative proportion of compounds

with m/z > 700, especially in the protein/amino sugar-like compo-

nents, indicating that different fossil inclusions may be entrapped and
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that polymerisation may have occurred during the transformation

from copal resin to amber.32

3.3 | CHO compounds

Double-bond equivalence (DBE) is used to determine the number of

rings plus the number of double bonds or triple bonds to carbon

atoms. For a given formula of CcHhOo, its DBE can be calculated from

the following Equation 1:

DBE= 2c+2−hð Þ=2 ð1Þ

where c and h represent the number of carbon and hydrogen atoms in

the molecule, respectively. In this work, the DBE value of a given

compound molecule was directly calculated from the assigned for-

mula. It should be noted that negative-ion ESI mainly produces

deprotonated ions, resulting in half-integer DBE values. Thus, the

DBE values reported were subtracted from the calculated values by

0.5 to the corresponding neutral molecules. There were 82 and

61 compounds with DBE ≤ 2 in the copal resin and amber, respec-

tively, accounting for only 2.03% and 2.21%, respectively, of the total.

The DBE values for 97.97% and 97.79% of the identified compounds

in the two samples were greater than 2, and their relative abundances

were 99.65% and 99.44%, respectively.

Figure 3 shows the relative abundance of the Ox class with differ-

ent DBE values in the DCM extracts of the amber and copal resin by

negative-ion ESI FT-ICR MS. The relative abundance was calculated

by excluding the isotopic peaks in the mass. O1–O20 class species

were detected in both the amber and copal resin extracts, whereas

only trace quantities of O1 and O17–O20 species were detected. The

O4–O12 class species were the main components in both extracts.

However, the copal resin had a higher abundance of low-oxygen com-

pounds than the amber. The copal resin extract had the highest rela-

tive abundance of the O5–O7 class species, whereas the O9–O10 class

species were the dominant component in the amber extract. The

abundance of compounds with the same DBE is closely related to the

number of oxygen atoms. Generally, with the increasing number of

oxygen atoms, the DBE increased and the abundance of those com-

pounds with high DBE also increased. For some O12–O20 compounds,

the maximum DBE reached 15 or higher (not shown in Figure 3).

Although each Ox class had a different relative abundance in the copal

resin and amber extracts, the DBE distribution in each Ox class was

very similar, indicating that they had very similar compositions and

sources. In both extracts, the relative abundance of a class compound

with a DBE reached a maximum and then decreased as the number of

oxygen atoms increased, except for compounds with DBE = 4 in the

copal resin. For example, the highest relative abundance of the

DBE = 5 compounds was achieved when the oxygen atom number

was six (O6 class species); the relative abundance then gradually

decreased. The relative abundances of compounds with the same

DBE were different in both extracts. For example, the relative abun-

dances of low-DBE compounds (DBE = 2–6) in the copal resin were

higher than those in the amber, whereas those of the relatively high

DBE compounds (DBE = 7–12) exhibited the opposite trend. These

characteristics indicate that the amber had a higher unsaturation and

denser molecular structure than the copal resin, which is related to

the higher maturity of amber.

The O2 species in the copal resin and amber had similar distribu-

tions with carbon numbers spread between 13 and 20 and

DBE = 3–6. The most abundant component in the extracts was

C20H34O2 (DBE = 4), which accounted for more than 60% of the O2

species. This component may be a diterpenoid acid with four isoprene

C5 structures, which is the main nonvolatile component of copal resin

F IGURE 2 Van Krevelen diagrams for molecular formulas of the (a) copal resin and (b) amber assigned to the negative ion mode Fourier
transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR MS) spectral peaks. Boxes overlain on the diagrams indicate biomolecular
compound classes based on the classification described by Lu et al.27 and He et al.29 the shared regions (overlapping boxes) are distinguished by

N/C atomic ratio or modified aromaticity index28
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and amber.33 Compared to traditional GC–MS analysis, the detected

compounds had less relative oxygen abundance, indicating that FT-

ICR MS focused on a higher degree of polarisation compounds.15 For

the O3 species, the copal resin extract contained more compounds

than the amber extract. The most abundant compounds for this spe-

cies in the copal resin and amber were C20H32O3 (24.71%, DBE = 5)

and C15H22O3 (15.91%, DBE = 6), respectively. The C15 compound in

the O3 species may be a kind of polymer formed by the dehydration

of succinic acid. Its higher relative content indicated a higher degree

of polymerisation in the amber than in the copal resin, which may

have been caused by the thermal conversion from copal resin to

amber.34

Figure 4 and 5 show the plots of DBE vs. carbon number for the

O4–12 class species in the copal resin and amber extracts, respectively.

The area of each circle indicates the abundance (the ion signal) for

each assigned compound. They have some characteristics in common.

For example, the abundances of C10–C20 compounds were obviously

dominant when the number of oxygen atoms was low (O4–O7),

whereas C30–C40 was the main component of the O8–O12 class spe-

cies. Similarly, the abundances of DBE = 4–6 compounds had advan-

tages in the O4–O7 class, whereas the DBE = 8–11 species dominated

in the O8–O12 class.

However, the differences between the two DCM extracts are

also obvious. In the copal resin, the dominant O4 components are C20

species (Figure 4), such as C20H32O4 (13.64%, DBE = 5) and

C20H34O4 (12.52%, DBE = 4). These are likely dimers of succinic acid

with different degrees of hydrogenation. In the amber, the C15 species

were the two compounds with the highest relative abundance, where

C15H22O4 (DBE = 5) accounted for 13.6% and C15H20O4 (DBE = 6)

accounted for 9.24%. For the O5 to O7 classes, the C15 and C20 spe-

cies had similar abundance distributions, that is, C15 > C20 in the

amber, whereas C15 < C20 in the copal resin. The exact molecular

structures of these compounds cannot be determined at present. A

notable difference of C5H8 presented by the series of plots suggests

isoprene as the main structural backbone in the amber and copal

resin. These structural features are consistent with the GC–MS and

Py-GC–MS results.15 The C15 species lack a basic isoprene structure

as compared to the C20 species, which was likely lost during thermal

evolution from copal resin to amber.

For the O8 classes, there were two obviously abundant dominant

groups on the dot diagrams of the two samples. The difference is that

they were mainly distributed in C15–C20 (DBE = 5–7) and C30–C40

(DBE = 8–10) in the copal resin and in C15–C20 (DBE = 5–7) and C25–

C35 (DBE = 7–11) in the amber. Moreover, the proportion of the dom-

inant C25–C35 group in the amber was obviously higher than that in

the copal resin. For the O9–O12 classes, compounds with high carbon

numbers and high DBEs were dominant in the two samples. The copal

resin was mainly composed of C30–C40 (DBE = 7–11) compounds,

whereas the amber was mainly composed of C25–C35 (DBE = 8–12)

species. For the O13+ classes, the most abundant compound class in

the copal resin always had one less C5 basic isoprene unit than that in

the amber.

F IGURE 3 Ox species distributions and relative abundances in the DCM extracts of the copal resin and amber
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According to the composition and distribution of major-

component CHO compounds, copal resin and amber have similar

chemical components and structures, which indicate that they have

similar origins. It can be inferred that the petrochemical process of

converting copal resin to amber is accompanied by evaporation and

dispersion of volatile molecules and polymerisation of relatively small

molecules. Copal resin has a relatively low maturity. The mass fraction

of unpolymerised volatile components in the copal resin was higher

than that in the amber. With increasing maturity, the unsaturated C=C

double bond in the copal resin is continuously broken. However, the

isoprene C5 basic structural unit linked by unsaturated bonds falls off

and volatilises. Thus, the most abundant compounds in copal resin

comprised more than one C5 basic unit as compared to amber for the

O3+ class species, as shown in Figure 4 and 5. However, the molecule

polymerises to form polycyclic polymers with larger molecular weights

and more carbon and oxygen atoms, and thus the relative abundances

of compounds with a high number of carbon and oxygen atoms in

amber were higher than those in copal resin (Figure 3).

3.4 | Average molecular formula for Ox class
species

The DBE value with significant abundance for a given class varied in

accordance with the number of oxygen atoms. The magnitude-

weighted DBE (DBEav), used to describe the overall DBE distribution,

is defined as follows:

DBEav =

P
i Ii× DBEð Þi
P

iIi
ð2Þ

where Ii and (DBE)i are the abundance and DBE value of peak

i, respectively.35 The DBEav values are presented in Table 2; they

increase with the number of oxygen atoms obtained from the

formula of the oxygen compounds from the extracts of the copal

resin and amber (Figure 6). The selected O-containing compounds

shown in Figure 6 were the O3−O15 class species, which had

relative abundances greater than 3% in the two samples. Linear

regression analysis showed a high degree of linearity of the data,

with R2 values of 0.9872 and 0.9881, respectively, suggesting strong

correlations between the DBEav values and the number of oxygen

atoms in both samples. The positive correlation indicates that

oxygen atoms contribute to the overall DBE of oxygen-containing

compounds. However, the oxygen atom in the alcohol or ether

functional group does not contribute to the DBE of the compound

molecule. Thus, the oxygen atoms of the formulas in the copal resin

and amber are probably in the form of carbonyl and/or carboxyl

groups, which contain one or two oxygen atoms and one double

bond. The molecules with more oxygen atoms are likely to contain

more carboxyl or carbonyl groups.

F IGURE 4 Iso-abundance plots of double-bond equivalence (DBE) versus carbon number distribution of O4–O12 class species in the DCM
extracts of the copal resin. The size of each circle is positively correlated to the ion abundance of each molecule
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The subtraction or addition of multiple carbonyl and/or carboxyl

groups without a significant change in the core molecular structure

would result in a slope of 0.5 for the linear relationship between DBE

and the number of oxygen atoms.36 The slopes and y-intercepts can

also be obtained using the linear equation of regression analysis

(Figure 6). The slopes for the copal resin and amber were 0.64 and

0.60, respectively, values that are close to 0.5, indicating that the

addition or removal of two oxygen atoms will result in the compound

molecule increasing or decreasing one DBE value. A carboxyl group

contains two oxygen atoms and a double bond, and a carboxylic acid

contributes one DBE. Therefore, the molecular structures of the O3–

O15 class species in the two samples mainly contained carboxylic acid

heteroatom functional groups.

The intercepts of the linear relationship between DBE and the

number of oxygen atoms indicate the DBEav values of the core

structures of ions with no oxygen atoms.36 The y-intercepts

F IGURE 5 Iso-abundance plots of double-bond equivalence (DBE) versus carbon number distribution of O4–O12 class species in the DCM
extracts of the amber. The size of each circle is positively correlated to the ion abundance of each molecule

TABLE 2 Average of carbon number,
hydrogen number, DBE and molecular
formula for Ox class species in the copal
resin and amber

Type

Copal resin Amber

Cav Hav DBEav MFav Cav Hav DBEav MFav

O3 18.45 29.10 4.89 C18H29O3 16.86 25.77 4.97 C17H26O3

O4 18.84 29.68 5.00 C19H30O4 16.83 25.56 5.05 C17H26O4

O5 19.44 30.04 5.43 C19H30O5 17.75 26.69 5.41 C18H27O5

O6 21.28 32.61 5.98 C21H33O6 19.95 29.87 6.02 C20H30O6

O7 25.26 38.59 6.96 C25H39O7 24.35 36.77 6.97 C24H37O7

O8 29.33 44.84 7.91 C29H45O8 28.12 42.58 7.83 C28H43O8

O9 31.76 48.12 8.70 C32H48O9 30.47 45.90 8.52 C30H46O9

O10 33.11 49.70 9.26 C33H50O10 32.16 48.18 9.07 C32H48O10

O11 34.09 50.58 9.80 C34H51O11 33.35 49.51 9.60 C33H50O11

O12 35.45 52.32 10.29 C35H52O12 34.54 51.01 10.04 C35H51O12

O13 36.39 53.19 10.80 C36H53O13 36.07 52.92 10.61 C36H53O13

O14 37.88 55.02 11.37 C38H55O14 37.53 54.61 11.22 C38H55O14

O15 38.78 55.70 11.94 C39H56O15 38.85 56.80 11.45 C39H57O15
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calculated were 2.62 and 2.82 for the copal resin and amber,

respectively. It can be inferred that the average DBE value of the

core carbon structure for the corresponding neutral compounds

would be 2.12 and 2.32, respectively. Thus, it can be concluded that

the core carbon structure contains at least two double bonds or

rings. That is to say, the core molecular structure of the oxygen-

containing compounds in the two samples included three double

bonds or rings, consistent with the fact that most of the detectable

CHO species had a DBE ≥ 3. One of the molecules satisfying the

core structure condition is C5 pentadienoic acid. It is also considered

to be the basic structure of terpenoid resins, which is one of the

main plant species that form amber. The similar slopes and

intercepts of the copal resin and amber indicate that the main

oxygenised compounds have similar chemical structures, proving

that similar biogenic compounds can be deduced.

The overall carbon number distribution, defined as the average

carbon number (Cav), was also calculated using an equation similar to

Equation 2.

Cav =

P
i Ii× no:of Cð Þi

P
iIi

ð3Þ

In the Equation 3, (no. of C) is the carbon number of peak i. The Cav

values of the oxygenised species of the copal resin and amber extracts

are shown in Table 2. The table also lists the average hydrogen atom

number for the Ox class species, which was calculated from the DBE

definition Equation 1,

Hav =2Cav + 2–2DBEavð Þ ð4Þ

Therefore, the average molecular formula (MFav) can be

expressed after the Hav and Cav are determined (Table 2). As shown

in Table 2, for the Ox class species in the extracts of the copal resin

and amber samples, both Cav and Hav increased with the increasing

number of oxygen atoms. This finding indicates that the main

contributors to the DBEav values were the oxygen atoms present in

the carboxyl group. The new carbon chain was increased in the

form of C=O.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

Copal resin and amber are complex mixtures with different evolution-

ary stages of plant resin. In this study, the DCM dissolved organic

matter of two natural samples from Columbia, a copal resin and

amber, were analysed by negative-ion ESI FT-ICR MS. The overall dis-

tribution patterns of the spectra and the approximate multiple rela-

tionships of molecular weight between the front and back peak

groups indicated the presence of polymers in the samples. The CHO

classes were detected as the dominant species while no S-containing

compounds and very few N-containing compounds both in the polar

fraction of the copal resin and amber. The analysis indicates a similar

chemical compositions and plant origins for the copal and amber,

being expected to be a useful tool in chemotaxonomy.

The CHO class distribution indicates that the petrochemical

process of converting copal resin to amber was accompanied by

evaporation and dispersion of volatile molecules and polymerisation

of relatively small molecules. Thus, the most abundant compounds

in copal resin comprised more than one C5 basic unit as compared

to amber, and the relative abundances of compounds with a high

number of carbon and oxygen atoms in the amber were higher than

those in the copal resin. The DBEav analysis of the Ox species

suggested a C5 pentadienoic acid as a core structure for the

heteroatom compounds in copal and amber and the oxygen

atom contributed to the overall DBE mainly by carboxylic acid

heteroatom functional group.
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